Self-assessment of social cognitive ability in schizophrenia: Association with social cognitive test performance, informant assessments of social cognitive ability, and everyday outcomes
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Abstract

Background: Impairments in self-assessment are common in people with schizophrenia and impairments in self-assessment of cognitive ability have been found to predict impaired functional outcome. In this study, we examined self-assessment of social cognitive ability and related them to assessments of social cognition provided by informants, to performance on tests of social cognition, and to everyday outcomes. The difference between self-reported social cognition and informant ratings was used to predict everyday functioning.

Methods: People with schizophrenia (n = 135) performed 8 different tests of social cognition. They were asked to rate their social cognitive abilities on the Observable Social Cognition Rating Scale (OSCARs). High contact informants also rated social cognitive ability and everyday outcomes, while unaware of the patients’ social cognitive performance and self-assessments. Social competence was measured with a performance-based assessment and clinical ratings of negative symptoms were also performed.

Results: Patient reports of their social cognitive abilities were uncorrelated with performance on social cognitive tests and with three of the four domains of functional outcomes. Differences between self-reported and informant rated social cognitive ability predicted impaired everyday functioning across all four functional domains. This difference score predicted disability even when the influences of social cognitive performance, social competence, and negative symptoms were considered.

Implications: Mis-estimation of social cognitive ability was an important predictor of social and nonsocial outcomes in schizophrenia compared to performance on social cognitive tests. These results suggest that consideration of self-assessment is critical when attempting to evaluate the causes of disability and when trying to implement interventions targeting disability reduction.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Everyday disability remains a reality for the majority of individuals with schizophrenia despite marked improvements in the treatment of positive symptoms with antipsychotic medications. Functional deficits are present across objective (e.g. living independently, maintaining employment, and building relationships) and subjective domains (e.g. quality of life, perceived illness burden; Brekke et al., 1993). Several factors have emerged as significant predictors of functional status in people with schizophrenia. Neurocognition, social cognition, the ability to perform everyday functional skills (i.e., functional capacity), and negative symptoms appear to be globally related to functioning and are more strongly correlated with outcomes than the severity of psychosis in most studies (Bowie et al., 2010; Bowie et al., 2008; Bowie et al., 2006; Fett et al., 2011; Green et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2011; Tabares-Seisdedos et al., 2008). Yet, studies of the determinants of everyday functional deficits in schizophrenia have stalled at accounting for 50% or less of the variance in real world functioning (Bowie et al., 2010; Bowie et al., 2008; Bowie et al., 2006; Harvey et al., 2011). Improved life outcomes for individuals with schizophrenia, including work performance and independent living skills, hinges on furthering our understanding of the determinants of real world disability and identification of new treatment targets.
Meta-analyses suggest that social cognition more strongly predicts social outcomes than everyday activities (e.g., living independently), and neurocognition is often found to provide a minimal prediction of social outcomes (e.g., interpersonal relationships; Depp et al., 2012; Fett et al., 2011). Ultimately, understanding the association between different features of the illness and outcome domains will improve the ability of clinicians and clinical researchers to personalize treatment targets, such that the treatment of a person with social deficits may differ from treatments for a person with problems in vocational functioning.

A promising new lead in the search for transdiagnostic determinants of real-world functional outcome has emerged, introspective accuracy (IA). We define IA as the ability to accurately self-assess adequacy of performance on cognitive or social cognitive tasks (Fleming et al., 2010), to evaluate the general level of neurocognitive or social cognitive ability (Medalia and Thysen, 2010), and to evaluate the level of competence in the performance of functional skills (Hur et al., 2014; Metcalfe and Greene, 2007). In our view, IA overlaps with metacognition, defined as thinking about thinking, but is also distinct. IA can describe impairments that result from errors in the metacognitive process but can also be applied to many different domains in addition to cognitive performance, such as judgments of performance in social or other adaptively relevant situations (Harvey and Pinkham, 2015). IA is separable from metacognitive constructs such as clinical and cognitive insight in that both latter constructs focus on understanding clinical phenomena such as anomalous experiences and erroneous inferences (Beck et al., 2004; Riggs et al., 2012), whereas IA focuses on the self-awareness of levels of specific skills and abilities. IA is also distinct from the metacognitive domain of the Theory of Mind (ToM), the ability to infer the thoughts and emotions of others, in that Theory of Mind is other-focused (Dimaggio and Lysaker, 2010; Nelson et al., 1999). In contrast IA is self-focused (Koren et al., 2006). To provide an example, someone who inaccurately believes that they recognize emotions well might incorrectly perceive someone as angry (poor IA and poor ToM) and act accordingly. Conversely, an individual who acknowledges they have poor emotional recognition might first ask the person if they are angry before responding (good IA and poor ToM).

IA is not global by definition, meaning a patient might have insight in one domain and lack it in another (Yahav et al., 2011). Similar to other symptom domains, not every individual with schizophrenia presents with impaired self-assessment. Our initial work with individuals with schizophrenia has found IA impairments in about 50% of patients in the domains of neurocognitive performance, and functional abilities (Bowie et al., 2007; Durand et al., 2015; Gould et al., 2015; Harvey et al., 2012; Keefe et al., 2015; Riggs et al., 2012; Sabbag et al., 2011). Importantly, IA deficits across various domains have previously shown significant correlations with medication adherence, suicidality, everyday activities, vocational functioning, and social outcomes (Green et al., 2011; Holshausen et al., 2014; McKibbin et al., 2004; Patterson et al., 1997). Research from the VALERO II study suggested that impaired IA of neurocognitive ability was a more potent predictor of everyday functional deficits in social, vocational, and everyday activities domains than scores on performance-based measures of neurocognitive cognitive abilities and functional capacity (Gould et al., 2015). These findings are even more meaningful because of previous research suggesting that deficits in self-assessment can be targeted via psychotherapeutic interventions (Moritz et al., 2011; Moritz et al., 2014).

The current data comes from the final phase of the SCOPE study, which aimed to identify the best methods for assessing social cognition in individuals with schizophrenia (Pinkham et al., in press). This study expands the evaluation of IA and its functional significance to the domain of social cognition and everyday social functioning by examining the predictive association of discrepancies between informant ratings and self-reports of social cognitive abilities and four different domains of real-world everyday functioning: vocational functioning, everyday activities, interpersonal functioning, and socially acceptable behavior. We validated informant vs. self-reports of social cognitive ability by correlating both of these reports and their difference with performance on 8 different social cognitive tests. We also examined the convergence between self-assessment of social cognition and self-assessment of everyday functioning. Our predictions were straightforward: we hypothesized that social cognitive IA, indexed by the difference between self-reported and informant rated social cognitive ability, would be a substantial predictor of impairments in interpersonal relationships and socially acceptable behavior. We expected that self-reports of social cognitive ability and everyday functioning would be correlated with each other to a greater extent than these self-reports were correlated with objective information obtained from social cognitive test performance and informant judgments of everyday functioning.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Data collection occurred at three sites in this final phase of the SCOPE study (Pinkham et al., in press): The University of Texas at Dallas (UTD), The University of Miami Miller School of Medicine (UM), and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). Participants were stable outpatients with diagnoses of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (n = 135). Only participants with a high contact informant were included in this study because previous evidence from earlier studies shows that such informants generate ratings with adequate validity (Sabbag et al., 2011). All informants whose data were used reported that they knew the patient “very well”. This leads to the exclusion of 73 patients who were reported on in the previous paper whose community informants indicated knowing the patient less than “very well”.

UTD patients were recruited from Metrocare Services, a non-profit mental health services provider organization in Dallas County, TX, and other area clinics. UM patient recruitment occurred at the Miami VA Medical Center and the Jackson Memorial Hospital-University of Miami Medical Center, and UNC patients were recruited from the Schizophrenia Treatment and Evaluation Program (STEP) in Carrboro, NC and the Clinical Research Unit (CRU) in Raleigh, NC. To be eligible, patients required a DSM-IV diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Patients could not have any hospitalizations within the last two months and had to be on a stable medication regimen for a minimum of six weeks with no dose changes for a minimum of two weeks.

2.2. Clinical symptom ratings

The severity of positive and negative symptoms was rated with Positive and Negative Symptom Scale, a 30-item scale (Kay et al., 1987).

2.3. Social cognition measures

2.3.1. Observable social cognition rating scale (OSCARs)

Both patients and high contact informants completed the OSCARS. The OSCARS is an 8-item assessment of social cognition. Each OSCARS item is comprised of a question probing a social cognitive domain (theory of mind, emotional perception, cognitive rigidity, jumping to conclusions, and attributional style) followed by general example behaviors that reflect impairment in that domain. Participants ranked their abilities in each item on a 7-point scale with higher ratings indicating greater impairment. An additional question assessed the impression of global social cognitive impairment. The global ratings utilized a 10-point scale, again higher ratings indicated greater impairment (range 1–10). The patient was asked the questions in a standard interview format. Informants completed the form by themselves using the same instructions that the interviewer provided to the patients to rate the patient’s level of impairment. The OSCARS was administered at the baseline assessment only.
The OSCARS has previously been validated in a comprehensive study. In that study, the internal consistency of the OSCARS was 0.80 in patients, with test-retest reliability of the items ranging from 0.50 to 0.70. Informant ratings on the OSCARS were found to correlate with several different measures of social cognition and social functioning, including both performance-based and rating-scale measures. We examined the correlation of OSCARS total scores and the global ratings. Correlations between informant total scores and global ratings was $r = 0.84$, $p < 0.001$ and the correlation between the global rating and the total score for patients was $r = 0.67$, $p < 0.001$. The global score additionally showed significant correlations to all 8-items ($p < 0.05$). As such, this analysis used informant and self-reported global ratings as our outcome variable.

The performance-based social cognition tasks were previously reported on in terms of their psychometric properties, so they will simply be listed here.

2.3.2. Attributional style/bias

2.3.2.1. The intentional bias task (IBT). The IBT assesses the tendency to attribute intentionality to the actions of others (Rosset, 2008).

2.3.3. Social perception

2.3.3.1. The mini profile of nonverbal sensitivity (MiniPONS). The MiniPONS is a multi-channel test of accuracy in decoding interpersonal cues (face, body, and voice tone) (Bänziger et al., 2011).

2.3.3.2. The social attribution task – multiple choice version (SAT-MC). This task assesses social inference via perception of animations. Participants viewed a short animation of geometric shapes enacting a social drama and answered questions about the social themes present in the animation (Bell et al., 2010).

2.3.4. Emotion processing

2.3.4.1. Penn emotion recognition test (ER-40). The ER-40 assesses facial emotion recognition abilities for 4 basic emotions (i.e. happiness, sadness, anger, or fear) and neutral expressions (Kohler et al., 2003).

2.3.4.2. Bell Lysaker emotion recognition task (BLERT). The BLERT measures recognition of seven emotional states: happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise, anger, or no emotion. Participants identified the emotion shown in 21 videos of a male actor providing dynamic facial, vocal-tional, and upper-body movement cues (Bryson et al., 1997).

2.3.5. Mental state attribution

2.3.5.1. Reading the mind in the eyes test (Eyes). Eyes measures the capacity to understand mental states of others from expressions in the eye region of the face (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001).

2.3.5.2. The awareness of social inferences test, part III (TASIT). TASIT assesses detection of lies and sarcasm by asking participants to view short videos of social interactions and to answer questions about the intentions, beliefs, and meanings of the speakers (McDonald et al., 2003).

2.3.5.3. Hinting task. Hinting examines the ability to infer the true intent of indirect speech (Corcoran et al., 1995).

2.4. Functional measures

2.4.1. Social skills performance assessment (SSPA) Social competence was assessed with the SSPA, a role-play measure in which participants were asked to initiate and maintain a conversation in 2 social situations: meeting a new neighbor and negotiating with a landlord to fix a leak. Roleplays were audiotaped and coded by an expert rater blind to diagnosis on the following variables: interest, fluency, clarity, focus, overall abilities, and social appropriateness. The landlord role-play also coded for negotiation ability and persistence. The mean score across both role-plays was used as the dependent measure and could range from 1 to 5 (Patterson et al., 2001). We have previously reported that performance on the 8 social cognitive tests shared 34% variance with SSPA, so we do not repeat those analyses herein (Pinkham et al., in press).

2.4.2. Specific level of functioning (SLOF) Real-world functional outcome was assessed via the 31-item version of the SLOF, a self- or informant-rated measure of functioning in Interpersonal Relationships (e.g., initiating, accepting and maintaining social contacts, effectively communicating), Social Acceptability (e.g., appropriateness of verbal and physical behavior), Participation in Community and Household Activities (e.g., shopping, using the telephone, paying bills, use of leisure time, use of public transportation), and Work Skills (e.g., employable skills, level of supervision required to complete tasks, ability to stay on task, completes tasks, punctuality). The SLOF’s Physical Functioning and Self-Care were not assessed. Patients were interviewed by a rater and informants completed the scale as a questionnaire, in line with our previous use of this scale in multiple studies (Bowie et al., 2006; Harvey et al., 2011; Pinkham et al., 2016). Ratings for each item were made on a 1–5 point scale with higher scores indicating better functioning. An average item score across each subscale was used as the dependent variable (Schneider and Struening, 1983).

2.5. Procedures

Participants completed two study visits: baseline and a retest assessment conducted 2–4 weeks after the initial visit (mean interval = 16.69 days). The OSCARS assessment was administered one time during visit 1 and was not repeated on visit 2. At visit 1, all participants provided informed consent and completed the performance- and interview-based social cognitive and functional outcome measures. For patients, visit 1 also included diagnostic assessment and an evaluation of symptom severity using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (Kay et al., 1992). Diagnostic and symptom raters were trained to reliability using established procedures at each site. All informants received no training and had no information about any performance based, clinically rated, or self-reported data on the participants.

2.6. Data analyses

Impairments in IA were calculated by the difference between high-contact informants’ ratings of r global social cognition and patients’ self-rating of their global social cognition on the OSCARS and (maximum range: −9 to 9), wherein a negative discrepancy score indicated a rating of one’s social cognitive ability as being better than the informant ratings and a positive discrepancy score indicated. For the purposes of examining possible IA for everyday functioning, we calculated a difference score for all four SLOF subscales, subtracting patient scores from informant reports, such that negative scores again reflected the patients rating their functioning as better compared to informant ratings.

We aimed to determine the relative functional significance of IA. Pearson correlations were used to assess the relative strength of correlations between four SLOF functional outcomes domains (interpersonal, social acceptability, everyday activities, vocational) and a priori selected predictors: OSCARS ratings (informant, self-report, and IA), social cognitive test performance, a performance-based measure of social competence (SSPA), and negative symptoms. In a further test of IA, we also correlated the discrepancy scores between informant reported everyday functioning and self-reported everyday functioning on the 4 SLOF subscales with the same predictor variables.
Next, we computed a set of preliminary regression analyses to identify whether self-rated or informant-rated OSCARS scores significantly predicted everyday functioning ratings of each of the four SLOF subscales. Subsequent sets of regression analysis were limited to the OSCARS ratings (self-reported or informant-reported) that showed significance. These analyses were computed with separate simultaneous entry regressions, predicting each of the four SLOF subscales. Our second set of regression analyses examined the contributions of informant-rated OSCARS scores and OSCARS difference scores to the prediction of the four SLOF subscales. In each analysis, we controlled for other possible predictors of everyday outcomes through blocked entry analysis.

3. Results

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the patients with informants. The patients were in their early 40’s on average, with slightly less education than their mothers. WRAT reading scores were close to the average range, consistent with their years of education. The sample was more than half Caucasian and over 10% of the sample was Hispanic in ethnicity.

Scores for clinician ratings of everyday functioning and social cognition, as well as self-reported social cognitive abilities, are presented in Table 2. Also presented are scores on the SSPA and the Marder negative symptom factor. Also shown are the discrepancy scores for everyday functioning ratings between self-report and informant reports. The range of scores for the OSCARS was similar across information sources and both showed normal distribution, with a range of 1–9 for informants and 1–10 for patients. The Pearson correlation between informant rated and self-reported OSCARS scores was $r = 0.33$, $p < 0.0001$.

A paired t-test found that self-reported scores on the OSCARS did not differ significantly between the informants and the patients, $t(128) = 1.75, p = 0.13$.

Supplemental Table 1 presents the scores for the social cognitive variables in the study. In order to validate the association between social cognitive test performance and self-reported vs informant rated social cognitive abilities, as well as their difference we performed three regression analyses. In each, we regressed all 8 social cognition variables on cognitive abilities, as well as their difference we performed three regression analyses. In each, we regressed all 8 social cognition variables on everyday functioning performance and self-reported vs informant rated social cognitive abilities, are presented in Table 2.

Scores for other possible predictors of everyday outcomes through blocked entry analysis. See Fig. 1 for a scatter plot of the distributions of self-reported and informant reported social cognitive ability and informant rated interpersonal functioning on the SLOF.

Table 4 presents the results of the block-entry regressions assessing the relative importance of performance-based social cognition, informant-rated social cognition, and social cognitive difference scores in predicting the four SLOF subscales of functional outcomes. For the cognitive ability but not with self-reports or the difference between self-reports and informant ratings of social cognitive ability.

The distribution of social cognitive discrepancy scores, displayed a normal distribution (range −7 to 7). Nearly a quarter (22.9%) of patients overestimated their global social cognition by two points or more (out of a 10-point scale) compared to high-contact informant ratings, and 19.4% underestimated their social cognition by two points or more. Further, the discrepancy scores for SLOF subscales were also normal in their distributions, with the mean scores reflecting slightly higher reports of everyday functioning by patients compared to informant reports.

Correlations between everyday functioning and self-reported and informant rated social cognition, difference scores for social cognition, difference scores for everyday functioning, social competence, and negative symptoms are presented in Table 3. The difference between self-reported and informant-rated OSCARS scores was correlated with four out of four SLOF subscales, such that self-reports of better social cognitive ability compared to informant impressions was associated with lower scores on informant ratings of everyday functioning. The difference between self-reported and informant-rated OSCARS scores was also significantly correlated with 3 of the SLOF difference scores as well. These correlations suggested that rating one’s social cognitive ability as better than how it was rated by the informant was related to rating one’s everyday functional ability as better as well. Informant-rated OSCARS scores also correlated significantly with four out of four SLOF subscales (all $r = −0.63$ to $−0.38$, $p < 0.001$). However, self-reported OSCARS scores, social competence (SSPA), and negative symptoms all correlated with only one out of four SLOF subscales. Poorer performance on a test of social competence was associated with patients rating themselves as more capable than their informants saw them in domains of interpersonal and vocational functioning. Negative symptoms were not related to differences between patients and informants in reports of everyday functional abilities.

The first regression analyses examined which OSCARS global ratings (self-rated and informant-rated) significantly accounted for variance in each of the four functional outcome domains. As would be expected from the correlational analyses, informant-rated OSCARS significantly entered into all four models, all $r < 0.4$, all $p < 0.05$, while self-reported OSCARS scores did not significantly enter any of the equations, all $r < 0.7$, all $p > 0.09$. As such, self-reported OSCARS scores were not entered into subsequent regression analyses. See Fig. 1 for a scatter plot of the distributions of self-reported and informant reported social cognitive ability and informant rated interpersonal functioning on the SLOF.

Table 2 presents the scores on ratings of everyday functioning and predictor variables. Variable Mean SD Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLOF interpersonal</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF social acceptability</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.67–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF everyday activities</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.58–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF vocational functioning</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF interpersonal difference</td>
<td>−0.40</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>−3–3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF social acceptability difference</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>−2.33–1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF everyday functioning difference</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>−2.50–3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF vocational difference</td>
<td>−0.30</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>−3.27–2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCARS Self-reported</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCARS informant rated</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCARS difference</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>−6–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPA total score</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.75–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative symptoms</td>
<td>12.98</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>7–32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a Mean item score.
- b Higher scores reflect less impairment.
- c Negative scores reflect patient ratings of less impairment.
- d Higher scores reflect more impairment.
variables as a group, all four regression analyses found that the set of performance-based social cognitive tasks did not contribute to the prediction of any of the four SLOF subscales (all $F(7,120) < 1.89$, all $p > 0.08$). After controlling for social cognitive performance, informant-rated OSCARS scores predicted all four SLOF subscales, and the social cognitive difference scores predicted three out of four SLOF subscales. Informant-rated scores accounted for 36% of the variance in social acceptability and vocational functioning (both $R^2$ incremental = 0.36, $p = 0.001$), 25% of the variance in interpersonal functioning ($R^2$ incremental $= 0.25, p = 0.001$), and 14% of the variance in everyday activities ($R^2$ incremental $= 0.14, p = 0.001$). As can be seen in the table, even after the entry of informant ratings of social cognition, social cognitive difference scores contributed approximately equivalent incremental variance across interpersonal functioning, social acceptability, and vocational functioning (all $R^2$ incremental: 0.06–0.08, all $p < 0.001$).

All four regressions were repeated with only social cognitive difference scores, and all four analyses were found to be significant (all $F > 7.28$, all $p < 0.008$). Further, the variance accounted for by the OSCARS difference score was the same or higher as the variance accounted for in the previous model which included informant ratings of social cognition ability: Interpersonal: $R^2 = 0.11$; Social Acceptability: $R^2 = 0.15$, Everyday Activities: $R^2 = 0.05$; Work $R^2 = 0.20$, all $p < 0.01$.

Fig. 1 shows a scatter plot of the correlation between interpersonal functioning and the social cognitive difference score.

Table 5 describes our final set of regression models that examine the relative importance of negative symptoms and social competence on the prediction of functional outcomes. When vocational functioning was predicted with SSPA scores in the first block and the two OSCARS variables in the second, SSPA scores accounted for about 10% of the variance in work functioning. The remaining predicted variance was accounted for by informant OSCARS ratings and social cognitive difference scores. When we predicted interpersonal functioning with negative symptoms in the first block and the OSCARS variables in the second, negative symptoms accounted for 9% of the variance in interpersonal functioning and informant ratings and social cognitive difference scores accounted for an additional 26% of the variance.

Table 3: Correlations between everyday functional outcomes and multiple potential predictors: self-reported and informant rated social cognition, social competence, and negative symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor variable</th>
<th>SLOF subscale</th>
<th>Discrepancy scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informant ratings</td>
<td>Discrepancy scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal functioning</td>
<td>Social acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyday activities</td>
<td>Social acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational functioning</td>
<td>Everyday activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational functioning</td>
<td>Vocational functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>$-0.53^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.63^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report OSCARS</td>
<td>$-0.15$</td>
<td>$-0.10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA (OSCARS difference)</td>
<td>$-0.32^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.45^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPA</td>
<td>$0.14$</td>
<td>$0.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative symptoms</td>
<td>$-0.30^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.05$.  
** $p < 0.01$.  
*** $p < 0.001$.
Table 4

Regression Results Predicting SLOF Subscales Using Social Cognitive IA (OSCARS Difference scores) and Informant Rated OSCARS scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R² incremental</th>
<th>R² cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal functioning</td>
<td>Block 1 SC performance</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2 SC introspective accuracy</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social acceptability</td>
<td>Block 1 SC performance</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2 SC introspective accuracy</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday activities</td>
<td>Block 1 SC performance</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational functioning</td>
<td>Block 1 SC performance</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2 SC introspective accuracy</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SC = Social cognition.

4. Discussion

This study examined the association between self-assessment of social cognitive abilities and everyday functioning. Individuals with schizophrenia self-evaluated their social cognitive ability on the OSCARS rating scale. Concurrently, high-contact informants rated these same abilities with an identical rating scale and rated the patients’ everyday functioning in social and nonsocial domains. The results demonstrated that patient judgments regarding their social cognitive ability had a minimal correlation to their functional outcomes as rated by informant as well as minimal correlation with their performance on social cognitive tests. However, the discrepancy between the patients’ and informants’ ratings of patients’ social cognitive abilities predicted real world functioning. Patients who rated their social cognitive abilities as better compared to informant impressions showed poorer everyday outcomes in every functional domain. Regression analysis further suggested that estimation of social cognitive ability as better than seen by the informant, was associated with everyday outcomes in three out of four functional domains, adding incremental variance beyond that accounted for by informant ratings of social cognitive abilities and actual social cognitive performance.

We performed several additional analyses the validity of these conclusions. We examined the multiple correlation between 8 different social cognitive tests and OSCARS scores generated by the informants and the patients. While informant OSCARS scores correlated with social cognitive performance overall, self-reported OSCARS scores did not.

Similarly, the difference scores were not correlated with social cognitive test performance. Thus, informant OSCARS have greater validity as an index of social cognitive than ability than self-reports and discrepancies between informant and self-report. We also examined the correlations between the patient-informant difference scores for OSCARS and for SLOF everyday functioning ratings, finding a correlation suggesting that reporting that one was functioning better than the informant’s perspective was consistent across different domains of self-assessment.

In evaluating these results, it is important to keep in mind that reporting your social cognitive ability was better than seen by the informant was not ubiquitous. The distribution of over and underestimation was perfectly normal, with equal numbers of patients over and underestimating their ability compared to an absolute agreement with informants and 25% of each group mis-estimating by 2 or more points on a 10-point scale in either direction. This finding of an approximately equal proportion of cases over and underestimating their social cognitive performance compared to informants is essentially identical to our previous results examining over and underestimation of neurocognitive ability (Gould et al., 2015) and is consistent with the self-reports of everyday functioning presented in this paper. The current results confirm that discrepancies between patient and informant assessments are bidirectional and highlight the need to understand the factors that contribute to what could be seen as under-estimation in some patients but over-estimation in others. Given that these tendencies are likely to impact behavior directly, understanding the moderators of directionality is necessary (Gould et al., 2015).

The present study extends prior results that neurocognitive IA is a predictor of functional outcomes to social cognitive IA. Results from the VALERO II study on impaired neurocognitive introspective accuracy showed IA, which was also indexed by difference scores between clinician ratings and self-reports on a cognitive functioning rating scale, to be a more potent predictor of everyday functional deficits than scores on performance-based measures of neurocognitive abilities and functional skills (Gould et al., 2015). The present study suggests that accurate self-assessment of social cognition is also a stronger predictor of social outcomes than social cognitive ability. The study also suggests that informant ratings of patient social cognitive ability may offer an efficient way to get an accurate global snapshot of social cognitive ability.

Our results did not find social cognitive IA was the strongest predictor of everyday outcomes when informant ratings were also considered. However, this may be due in part to shared method variance between the informant ratings on the OSCARS and SLOF. Importantly, social cognitive IA showed a strong association to outcomes even in reference to negative symptoms and social competence. Social cognitive IA also added 6–8% variance to informant ratings in all models except everyday activities (all R² incremental = 0.06–0.08). In comparison, previous analyses of the SCOPE dataset (Pinkham et al., 2016, in press) found small correlations between social cognitive performance-based measures and functional outcomes. Half of the social cognitive tasks assessed showed significant, yet limited correlations with functional outcomes and none shared >3.5% variance with everyday functioning. These social cognitive tasks were entered as a group for several of the current analyses, which reflects our previous findings on the factor structure of this set of social cognitive measures (Browne et al., 2016).

Several limitations require consideration. Functional outcomes where defined by informant reports. As noted above, this might confound the correlation results between informant assessments of patients’ social cognitive ability and everyday disability. However, the fact that discrepancies between informant and self-reports added variance to the prediction of informant rated outcomes beyond informant opinions of social cognitive ability suggests that IA is still important as a predictor. Analyses excluding informant ratings of social cognition still found that indices of IA predicted everyday activities. An additional limitation remains the same from earlier SCOPE studies. Our sample is composed of predominately older, clinically stable individuals in chronic phases of schizophrenia, which may limit the generalizability of these findings.

Table 5

Regression results predicting SLOF subscales controlling for social competence and negative symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R² incremental</th>
<th>R² cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocational functioning</td>
<td>Block 1 SSPA</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2 SC introspective accuracy</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling for negative symptoms Interpersonal functioning</td>
<td>Block 1 Negative symptoms</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 Informant OSCARS</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2 SC introspective accuracy</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that a specific replication of the SCOPE findings in first episode patients found essentially similar characteristics of all of the social cognitive measures (Ludwig et al., 2017).

This study supports a growing body of work focused on understanding how discrete symptoms correlate to discrete outcomes (Depp et al., 2012; Fett et al., 2011). We found that both informant ratings of social cognition and social cognitive IA accounted for a larger percentage of social functional outcomes (i.e. interpersonal relationships) than non-social functional outcomes (i.e. everyday activities). These findings suggest that IA of social cognition could be an important research and treatment target aimed at improving social real-world outcomes such as interpersonal relationships, social acceptability, and vocational functioning in a quarter of individuals with schizophrenia. Overall, our findings suggest that IA of social cognitive ability might to be a more important predictor than ability itself, as assessed on performance-based tasks, when predicting social everyday disability. The significant correlations between informant ratings of social cognitive ability and social cognitive IA with functional outcomes indicate advancement in the understanding of discrete predictors of everyday disability.

5. Conclusions

1. Informant-rated social cognitive competence is correlated with performance on tests of social cognitive ability.
2. Patient-reported social cognitive competence is not correlated with performance on tests of social cognitive ability.
3. Patients who report social cognitive competence that is better than that reported by their informants have lower scores on everyday functioning.
4. Patients who report social cognitive competence that is better than reported by their informants also report that their everyday functioning is better than that reported by heir informants.
5. Differences between patient and informant reports of everyday are not correlated with patients’ social cognitive performance.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.schres.2018.04.015.
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